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Submission to 2021 Heritage and Planning Protection Review 

The Queen Victoria Market (QVM) is listed as a significant place on the State and 
National heritage listings. The Queen Victoria Market is of cultural significance for its 
ongoing role and continued popularity as a general and fresh meat and vegetable 
market, shopping and meeting place for Victorians and visitors alike. 

Friends of Queen Victoria Market (FOQVM) make this submission to the Planning 
and Heritage Protection Review.  Friends of FOQVM is a not-for-profit incorporated 
association comprising market customers, traders, local residents and the general 
public, trying to protect the market’s, cultural and architectural heritage as an 
authentic 19th century traditional working market together with its social and 
economic significance.  

FOQVM have over 5000+ followers on 
www.facebook.com/FriendsofQueenVictoriaMarket 

Heritage Criteria 
In this submission. comments will directly refer to the following terms of reference – 
• 3a mandatory height limits
• 3c VCAT
• 3e Role of Ministerial call-in
• 4 C-F

Background Information 
1. City of Melbourne role
The City of Melbourne (CoM) is the responsible authority for QVM which is its wholly
owned subsidiary.

CoM has failed in its obligation to protect and preserve the public heritage asset that 
is QVM.    Over the past decade, CoM has demonstrated that it pays lip service to 
recognising the heritage significance of the market while continuing to aggressively 
pursue a renewal/reconstruction agenda which puts in jeopardy the architectural, 
social, cultural and economic integrity of QVM as a heritage site. 
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3. Heritage Victoria role 
Despite existing heritage legislation and its impressive expertise, Heritage Victoria 
(HV) is placed in an invidious and often conflicted position.  
 
As an under resourced statuary agency, it is inappropriately embedded in the State 
government planning department (DWELP).  The risk of HV conflict of interest is real.   
HV decisions are potentially subject to pressure from political considerations, 
planners, and directly, or indirectly, developers.  
 
Specific to the Terms of Reference of this review: 
3a.  Mandatory height limits. 
It is important to note that the State and National Heritage list QVM is a ‘low rise’ 
structure.   Potential World Heritage Listing of the QVM site is dependent on 
maintaining intact heritage values of QVM and its vicinity which is at risk of being 
largely surrounded and overwhelmed by towers. World heritage status is of both 
cultural and economic benefit to Melbourne and Victoria, and this should be 
acknowledged by both CoM and DWELP.  
 
However, the CoM along with DWELP have encouraged and enabled high rise tower 
development in close proximity to, and around its immediate perimeter and looming 
over the QVM site.  An example of this trend to encircle and intrude on the visual 
airspace of QVM is the latest development on Queen St which has approval for a 21-
storey tower directly opposite the market.     
 
There are no mandatory development height limits to ensure adequate protection of 
QVM.  QVM warrants the establishment of a a protective ‘buffer’ zone similar to that 
protecting the World Heritage listed Royal Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens.  
Attention should be given to imposing a mandatory height limit on towers 
surrounding QVM and its environs.   
 
Recommendation 
Heritage protection needs be extended to include appropriate restrictions in the 
immediate environment of heritage sites. 
 
3c/ 4d.  Adversarial appeal processes  
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4c. Protecting heritage in Victoria 
Heritage should be managed independently from planning and development. It 
should be prioritised and funded accordingly.   
Recommendation  
Heritage Victoria needs to be separated from the department of planning and placed 
as a separate entity to DELWP. It should operate within its own government 
department under the proposed Minister for Heritage.   
 
The Heritage Agency should have enforcement responsibilities and powers with 
power to intervene if heritage assets are at risk. 
 
4d – refer to 3c 
 
4f.  The separation of heritage protection from planning administration is vital in 
avoiding conflicts of interest.  
 
The City of Melbourne is custodian of QVM which operates as a wholly owned 
subsidiary QVM P/L of the CoM.   QVM operates with an ostensibly independent 
Board but in reality, several members of the board report to the CoM. This close 
relationship translates into QVM prioritising wider planning agendas including QVM 
‘renewal’ over QVM heritage. 
 
The City of Melbourne has a council portfolio responsible for both heritage & city 
planning.  While the officers advise the council on heritage matters, they can and 
often are over-ruled in a majority vote at council.   
 
An example of competing priorities or conflict of interest occurred in relation to 
Melbourne Food and Wine Festival, a key CoM event.  QVM traders were forced to 
re-locate for several weeks to create space for the Festival which entailed vacating 
their stalls to make way for the installation of specifically designed MFW Festival 
display stalls.  The adverse impact on trade at the QVM is a risk to the preservation 
of the market which is heritage listed as a market precinct 
 
The CoM and QVM Management continue to convene trader and community 
meetings said to be consultation but in effect presentations.  Despite persistent 
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3. Form a separate Heritage Appeals Tribunal to bring more equity and justice 
to the appeals process.  
4. Create a Minister for Heritage with power to intervene at municipal level if 
heritage assets are at risk 
5. Ensure local councils are compelled to prioritise the protection of heritage 
assets 
6. Planning overlays should be simplified and clearly enunciated so that they are 
easily understood by councils, developers and the public.  
7. Ensure transparency of processes and planning decisions by embedding 
effective and independent community reference groups into Council and state 
government at the pre-plan stage. 
8. Abolish ‘commercial in confidence’ in councils regarding planning issues. 
9. Instigate legislation reforms which compel municipalities to genuinely engage 
with, and demonstrably respond to informed members of the wider community 
when matters arise which will impact on heritage assets 
10. Statutory heritage protection should regard intangible cultural heritage 
values as well as built heritage 
11. Mandatory height limit on high rise development in the immediate surrounds 
of sites of heritage significance 
 
Mary-Lou Howie 
President 
Friends of Queen Victoria Market (Inc) 
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